"DONK"s are the hottest new car culture! Originating with '70s vintage Impalas and Caprices, now it's "anything goes"! The name of the high-riser game is BIGGER IS BETTER! You can't be caught rollin' on 20's...all that matters is who has the biggest and the baddest...it's all about the braggin' rights. Each of the Revell® DONK series kits feature at least two sets of rims-the factory stockers and those outrageous twenty-plus-plus inchers, optional raised suspension set-up, detailed V-6 engines (once you get it up, you gotta get it going), and authentic factory stock plus wild custom interior graphic decals.
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28 SUSPENSION ARMS GLOSS BLACK
114 REAR CONTROL ARM RISERS FLAT BLACK
116 LONG SHOCK ABSORBER FLAT BLACK

STOCK

FRONT
A
31 FRONT SUSPENSION GLOSS BLACK
113 FRONT SWAYBAR RISERS FLAT BLACK

B
71 AIR INTAKE HALF GLOSS BLACK
70 INTERCOOLER GLOSS BLACK
72 AIR INTAKE HALF GLOSS BLACK

C
FLAT BLACK

WHEELS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

D
NOTE: YOU’LL NEED TO CAREFULLY BEND THE DRIVESHAFT INTO THE ENGINE